
Model SCR-60
Adjustable Speed and Force Electric Vibrator

ALTERNATE MODELS
VIBCO’s New DC-60 12 Volt with non-corrosive 
plastic housing 
VIBCO SPR-80 Electric - totally enclosed and fan cooled
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Production Manager,
Jason G., Maryland

3,200 VPM 
Watertight Construction
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80 lbs of force
50 dB
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FEEDER VIBRATORS

"Eggs present a unique packaging challenge...
They’re extremely delicate and when they break - it makes a huge mess.  We 
were having a lot of trouble with jamming at our feeder chute entry point 
and we were breaking a lot of eggs.  Every time it happened, we would need 
to completely shut down the line for cleaning.  It was messy; it was time-
consuming; it wasted product.  The delicate nature of the eggs made finding 
a solution difficult.  My equipment dealer suggested that I speak with an 
application engineer at VIBCO.  I have to say that I was thoroughly impressed 
with his knowledge and expertise.  By recommending a small adjustable speed 
and force vibrator, we got just enough vibration to eliminate the jam without  
breaking any eggs.  Great product!”

Are feeder jams bringing you to the breaking point? 
VIBCO has a perfectly packaged solution.

We’re the^Vibrator Guys.™SILENT

VIBCO’S SOLUTION
A VIBCO Application Engineer 
recommended that the customer install 
a VIBCO SCR-60 Adjustable Speed and 
Force Electric Vibrator above the feeder 
chute.  The adjustability enabled the 
customer to get the right amount of 
vibration to ensure that the eggs aligned 
properly without breaking.   Preventing 
breakage greatly reduced product waste 
and eliminated a source of costly and 
time-consuming clean up.

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the VIBCO SCR-60 
Adjustable Speed and Force Electric 
Vibrator the customer received the 
following benefits:

Eliminated feeder jams that resulted 
in product waste

Greatly reduced production down-
time by eliminating the cause of 
stoppages

Adjustable speed and force resulted 
in the correct vibration for handling  
delicate eggs
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Product Application 
Bulletin #432
Model SCR-60 
Adustable Speed  & 
Force Electric Vibrator 

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial 
visit: www.vibco.com      fax: 401-539-2584      e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com

SCR-60

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

http://www.vibco.com
http://www.vibco.com
mailto:vibrators@vibco.com?subject=PAB432 Information Request - Feeders
http://www.vibco.com/pdfs/product_cats/Model_SCR_Adjustable_Speed_and_Force.pdf
http://www.vibco.com/pdfs/product_cats/Model_SCR_Adjustable_Speed_and_Force.pdf

